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ABSTRACT

Objective. To assess current practice, advise minimum standards, and identify educational gaps relevant to genetic screening, counseling, and testing of women affected by gynecologic cancers.

Methods. The Society of Gynecologic Oncology (SGO) organized a multidisciplinary summit that included representatives from the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), the American Society Clinical Oncology (ASCO), the National Society of Genetic Counselors (NSGC), and patient advocacy groups, BrightPink and Facing our Risk of Cancer Empowered (FORCE). Three subject areas were discussed: care delivery models for genetic testing, barriers to genetic testing, and educational opportunities for providers of genetic testing.

Results. The group endorsed current SGO, National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), and NSGC genetic testing guidelines for women affected with ovarian, tubal, peritoneal cancers, or DNA mismatch repair deficient endometrial cancer. Three main areas of unmet need were identified: timely and universal genetic testing for women with ovarian, fallopian tube, and peritoneal cancers; education regarding minimum standards for genetic counseling and testing; and barriers to implementation of testing of both affected individuals as well as cascade testing of family members. Consensus building among all stakeholders resulted in an action plan to address gaps in education of gynecologic oncology providers and delivery of cancer genetics care.

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

The discipline of cancer genetics developed outside the scope of gynecologic oncology practice, complicating the integration of genetic counseling and testing into gynecologic cancer care. Several aspects of
clinical practice confounding this problem include: the perceived low prevalence of genetic mutations in women with gynecologic cancers; the historic lack of cancer management changes based on genetic test results; the cost of testing; and the complex and rapidly changing recommendations on whom to test and how to test. When testing for BRCA1, BRCA2, and Lynch syndrome first became available in the 1990s, genetic testing was generally reserved for women affected with gynecologic cancers who had early-onset cancers or suspicious family histories [1]. In a seminal publication in 2005, the United States Preventive Services Task Force stated that benefits of BRCA1 and BRCA2 testing outweighed potential harm and “strongly recommended” that genetics services should be offered to at risk individuals, while identifying a wider net of eligibility criteria, which would identify up to 2% of adult American women [2]. Within a few years, the NCCN updated their genetic testing guidelines to include offering BRCA1 and BRCA2 testing to all women with ovarian, tubal or peritoneal cancers (collectively termed ovarian cancer) regardless of age or family history. The SGO subsequently issued Position and Clinical Practice Statements supporting this recommendation [3,4]. The NSGC has voiced similar support [5]. Despite this consensus, genetic testing rates for women with ovarian cancer remain consistently low at 20–30% in many centers [6,7]; equally concerning is the racial disparity among those women who are tested, and suboptimal access to testing in underserved populations [8,9]. The recent US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approvals of the first poly-ribose ADP polymerase (PARP) inhibitors, olaparib and rucaparib, for the treatment of women with BRCA-mutated ovarian cancer, plus reports of immunotherapy efficacy in colorectal and endometrial cancers with microsatellite instability (MSI) consistent with Lynch syndrome create a new level of urgency to integrate genetic testing into clinical practice as knowledge of genetic status may impact treatment decisions [10–15].

In order to better understand the barriers to and to promote improved uptake of genetic testing in gynecologic cancer patients, the SGO convened a summit of expert stakeholders, including multi-disciplinary health professionals and community advocates. The purpose of this white paper is to communicate the consensus of the summit participants and the position of the SGO on the complex and evolving subject of cancer genetic testing in the context of care delivery, provider education, and integration of effort among stakeholders.

1.1. The importance of genetic testing in cancer care delivery

Gynecologic oncologists are uniquely positioned to identify women and families affected by cancer-associated germline genetic mutations. Diagnosis of mutations that cause hereditary breast and ovarian cancer or Lynch syndrome has been designated as a high priority public health measure by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [16] and is promoted by publicly led cancer risk advocacy groups such as BrightPink and FORCE. Although a high-risk cancer susceptibility mutation is optimally identified before cancer is diagnosed, identifying causative mutations in women with cancer informs tumor biology, prognosis, treatment decisions, clinical trial enrollment, risk assessment and prevention of subsequent malignancies, and cancer risk and prevention for blood relatives. Responsive to President Barack Obama’s 2015 announcement that encouraged development of biomarker-based, “precision” medicine in all diseases, the most common causes of genetic predisposition to gynecologic cancers, hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) and Lynch syndromes, as models for precision medicine in gynecologic oncology [17,18].

Approximately 15–20% of ovarian cancer patients are BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carriers [19,20]. These mutations increase a woman’s lifetime ovarian cancer risk on average up to 40% for BRCA1 carriers and 20% for BRCA2 carriers. The study of BRCA-mutated ovarian cancer has stimulated important progress in the field of tumor biology. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are critical proteins in the homologous recombination DNA repair pathway. Following classic tumor suppressor gene kinetics, BRCA1- and BRCA2-induced carcinogenesis result from a “second hit” somatic mutation(s) in the normal allele, leading to loss of BRCA function [21] and homologous DNA recombination deficiency (HRD). This HRD state, though carcinogenic, can paradoxically confer sensitivity to platinum and other DNA-damaging cytotoxics, as well as PARP inhibitors [22,23]. Several studies have reported better prognosis for women with BRCA-mutated ovarian cancer, especially BRCA2, possibly secondary to the improved platinum response [22–27]. Other genes in the HR pathway such as RAD51C, RAD51D, BRIP1, PALB2, and BARD1, may also influence ovarian cancer risk and biology [28–30]. With the increasing number of cancer susceptibility genes identified, multiplex testing of many cancer susceptibility genes has become increasingly attractive as a cost and time efficient testing strategy.

The most common cause of hereditary endometrial cancer, and a less common cause of hereditary ovarian cancer, are mutations in the genes associated with Lynch syndrome, a highly penetrant, autosomal dominant condition caused by mutations in one or more DNA mismatch repair genes: MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 or by EPCAM deletions [31]. With Lynch syndrome, a woman’s lifetime risk of endometrial, ovarian and colon cancer by age 70 is 40%, 7–10%, and 40%, respectively [32]. Approximately 7–12% of women with synchronous uterine and ovarian primaries have Lynch syndrome [33,34]. In a large prospective study of endometrial cancers collected by the Gynecologic Oncology Group, GOG 210, the microsatellite instability (MSI) phenotype characteristic of Lynch-associated cancers, which can also be driven by non-heritable epigenetic silencing of MLH1, was associated with poor prognostic factors such as lymph-vascular space invasion and higher grade histology [35]. This phenotype might also have therapeutic implications secondary to a higher mutational load and subsequent increased number of neoepitopes. MSI-unstable colorectal cancers have shown improved response to immunotherapy using checkpoint inhibitors [14]. Early results are promising that endometrial and ovarian cancers with MSI may exhibit similar sensitivity to this therapeutic approach that warrants further study [15].

1.2. Which patients should be offered genetic testing?

Guidelines regarding which gynecologic cancer patients should be considered for genetic testing are available from multiple sources and are listed in Table 1. Each of the convened stakeholders in this summit has independently created or jointly contributed to recommendations for identifying HBOC and Lynch syndrome–affected patients, followed by recommendations for more rare syndromes. Collectively, these guidelines are less complex than those issued for testing in the unaffected (by cancer) population, and thus, should be more easily applied in clinical practice.

As listed in Table 1, stakeholders agreed that all women with invasive epithelial ovarian, tubal, and peritoneal cancer at minimum be offered BRCA germline testing, and all women with endometrial cancer undergo either molecular tumor screening followed by genetic testing for Lynch syndrome, or primary referral for genetic testing based on age at diagnosis, family history or modified, revised Bethesda criteria [3–5,36,37]. In addition, Fig. 1 refers to the guidelines reported in the joint ACOG/SGO Practice Bulletin for evaluating women with endometrial cancer for the presence of Lynch syndrome [31,38]. (Fig. 1) In contrast to HBOC and Lynch syndromes, Cowden and Peutz-Jeghers are rare cancer susceptibility phenotypes but remain important because female mutation carriers might present with gynecologic malignancy as their index cancer (Table 1) [36]. Once mutation carriers are identified, counseling and testing of blood relatives should be initiated.

1.3. How is testing performed?

Genetic risk assessment starts with a detailed family history [39], even in those who already meet testing criteria, since some women might be best served by testing for multiple genes or syndromes. If eligible, the patient is approached with the option of testing. The
operational aspects of testing depend upon the practice environment and available resources to perform pre-test counseling, obtain insurance authorization for counseling and/or testing, collect samples and retrieve results, and finally to follow through with post-test counseling. When an inherited genetic mutation is identified, cascade testing introduces additional challenges, but planning for this testing can begin early in the risk assessment process and should include notification of and provision of information about how relatives may pursue testing. In addition to the aforementioned barriers, summit stakeholders sought to understand and harmonize delivery of care models and the types of tests ordered.

Table 1
Summary of societal recommendations on genetic assessment in women with ovarian and uterine cancers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Date(s) issued</th>
<th>Ovarian cancer recommendations</th>
<th>Uterine cancer recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Society of Gynecologic Oncology (SGO)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Genetic counseling and testing for all ovarian, fallopian tube, peritoneal cancers [3]</td>
<td>Joint AOCG/SGO recommendations: Tumor testing for MSI/MMR IHC on any endometrial or colorectal tumor from a woman at risk for Lynch syndrome by focused personal and family medical history, or all endometrial cancers age &lt; 60. Germline testing for marker expression loss on tumor tissue [37].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Patients with greater than an approximate 20–25% chance of having a mutation [35]</td>
<td>• Endometrial cancer age &lt; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Society of Genetic Counselors (NSGC) [Joint with the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Single case of ovarian, fallopian tube, or peritoneal cancer present in the patient or a first degree relative [6]</td>
<td>• Endometrial cancer dx at age ≥ 50 if there is a FDR with colorectal or endometrial cancer at any age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Immunohistochemistry-based tumor testing for mismatch repair gene expression to assess for the possibility of Lynch syndrome. *The scenario in which all four mismatch proteins does not rule out Lynch syndrome is the situation in which a deleterious mutation allows the production of a full-length but nonfunctional mismatch protein. Given this possibility, in the setting of a very high clinical suspicion of Lynch syndrome and normal immunohistochemical testing results, the tumor can be further evaluated by microsatellite instability testing. Reprinted with permission from Gynecologic Oncology [31].

1.4. Delivery care models

Models of care delivery define the logistics of executing each step in the counseling and testing pathway. The most traditional and comprehensive model provides testing in conjunction with in-person genetic counseling, both pre- and post-testing, by a dedicated genetic counselor. Alternative service delivery models, as described by the NSGC Service Delivery Model Task Force, include provision of counseling by a genetic counselor via telephone, tele-video (tele-genetics), or in a group setting [40]. Little research has been undertaken to document the success or failure of current or alternative care models in
gynecologic cancer, but several summit participants had queried their institutions under quality improvement initiatives [6]. They reported testing rates, influenced by maturity of initiatives, ranging from 25 to 80%, with many under 40%. Summit attendees discussed the multifactorial nature of low testing rates, and concurred that the most common obstacles appeared to be lack of availability of (or meaningful access to) an appropriately trained genetics professional, insufficient provider awareness of available genetics professionals, inconvenience and cost to patients of making separate visits with genetics professionals, and lack of operational infrastructure to track lengthy insurance pre-authorization processes for counseling and testing.

The traditional prenatal genetic testing model that includes detailed pre-test and post-test counseling by an appropriately trained genetics professional was identified as the ideal, though not always practical, strategy in cancer genetics. Professionals provide salient pre-test information to patients not limited to the disclosure of the test being performed with its intent and accuracy. Additionally, they inform the patient regarding implications of a negative test, a deleterious mutation, or a variant of uncertain significance (VUS) which is a structural difference in the gene with a yet undetermined effect on the gene’s function [41]. This approach works well in many settings, as evidenced by short time to cancer genetic counseling appointments reported in several cancer centers [42]. However, cancer genetics expertise is not evenly distributed in the U.S., with cancer genetic counselors tending to cluster in urban areas and academic centers [42,43]. Moreover, though having certified genetic counselors perform pre- and post-test counseling is desirable, other clinicians with significant training in genetics may be able to provide comparable pre- and post-test counseling [41]. This may reduce barriers with regard to access of genetics counselors and delays in testing especially in more remote areas. Therefore, research to investigate models for training and delivering high-quality care efficiently, particularly in settings without ready access to trained genetic counselors, is critical.

One alternative pathway is for the oncologist to perform genetic testing at the point of care. This model has the benefit of streamlining testing, removing referral delays and inconsistencies, and allowing women to be counseled by their current provider. However, it adds the burdens of increased time and specialized training to oncology practice. Physician-directed testing is considered particularly acceptable by summit participants when ovarian cancer patients are being considered for PARP inhibitor therapy. Several ongoing clinical trials and the recent approval of additional PARP inhibitors expand the indications to include earlier treatment settings and somatic mutations. Therefore, the therapeutic incentive for at least BRCA1 and BRCA2 testing in ovarian cancer patients has already increased. Streamlined genetic testing could aide in universal testing, but, importantly, it does not obviate the need for adequate counseling, appropriate test selection, or discussion of cascade testing. Summit attendees believed that it is acceptable for the oncologist to conduct this counseling with appropriate training and selective utilization of additional support from genetics professionals.

If the provider can provide adequate pre-test counseling but is not qualified to provide informative post-test counseling, he/she should have a mechanism to access these services for tested patients. The provider should also acknowledge the increased complexity of panel testing for many genes. In the absence of a local cancer genetics professional, early research has shown the efficacy of genetic counseling via telephone conversation [44–48] and telemedicine via live videoconferencing [49]. Other service delivery models discussed among the summit attendees included group counseling instead of individual counseling and online counseling in real time or by previously prepared materials. Research evaluating the comparative and cost-effectiveness of these alternate service delivery models, including factors such as patient-centered behavioral and psychosocial outcomes and insurance reimbursement, remains critical.

Despite these challenges, the summit attendees unanimously agreed that genetic testing of cancer-affected individuals who meet testing criteria is so fundamental to oncologic care, that physicians, payers, and institutions should provide patients access to counseling and testing. To establish a minimum guideline, summit attendees made a unanimous recommendation that directed genetic counseling and, at least, germline testing for BRCA mutations in women with invasive epithelial ovarian, tubal, or peritoneal carcinomas, should be offered soon after initial diagnosis. However, as discussed below, comprehensive identification of hereditary ovarian cancer risk requires the assessment of at least 11 genes, so multiplex testing is likely the most efficient and cost-effective way to identify hereditary ovarian cancer risk. Furthermore, it was agreed upon that women with endometrial cancer should also be offered genetic risk assessment either through initial tumor testing or referral to genetics based on the modified, revised Bethesda criteria for Lynch syndrome. Though the intent of the group was to develop consensus regarding optimal genetics care delivery models, it was apparent that variability in resources by regions and practices will likely dictate different strategies to improve access to genetic counseling and testing.

1.5. Which test should be performed?

Until 2013, when the US Supreme Court issued the landmark verdict prohibiting patients on specific human DNA sequences in the case of Association for Molecular Pathologists v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., testing options for BRCA1 and BRCA2 were limited [50]. Following this decision, there was an emergence of new companies offering similar Sanger-sequencing genetic tests as Myriad, but also many companies offering testing by multi- gene and next-generation sequencing (NGS) methods. The overwhelming, and nearly overnight, increase in testing options has complicated the testing landscape. It was apparent to summit attendees that these rapid changes have produced a need for clarity regarding the utility of various tests for clinical care.

The first challenge regarding testing discussed by the group was the distinction between germline and tumor, or somatic, testing. Germline mutations are those present in germ cells at conception and are heritable by future generations. This is in contrast to somatic mutations that occur after fertilization and are only perpetuated through mitosis within a specific cell lineage or neoplasm [51]. Mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 or in DNA mismatch repair genes associated with Lynch syndrome can manifest as germline, somatic, or both. Germline and somatic mutations may confer a similar molecular phenotype, such as MSI associated with mutations in DNA mismatch repair genes. The important distinction is that somatic mutations are not present in the germline and cannot be passed to future generations. Most mutations identified in normal tissue testing, such as blood or saliva, are germline in origin, though rare subclonal somatic mutations can sometimes be detected [52]. Tumor testing identifies both somatic and germline mutations. When a mutation is identified on tumor testing that may be heritable, confirmation of its presence in a paired blood or other non-tumor sample from the patient can confirm whether it is present in the germline. Therefore, when tumor sequencing is ordered, pre-test counseling at a minimum should inform patients of the possibility of discovering heritable mutations. In the case of PARP inhibition, both germline and somatic BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations have been shown to predict drug efficacy. Current United States FDA drug approvals of PARP inhibitors include olaparib for germline BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers [10] and rucaparib for both germline and somatic BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations [12,13].

The second testing issue addressed by the panel was the indications for and implications of germline multiplex, or panel, testing. Following the discovery of BRCA1 and BRCA2, it was apparent that these two genes were not responsible for all familial cases of breast and ovarian cancer, and though non-BRCA mutations are individually rare, collectively they account for an estimated 6–10% of inherited high grade serous ovarian cancer [28]. Hereditary gynecological cancer panel testing is designed to detect mutations in a menu of genes that might contribute to incident cases of ovarian cancer, endometrial cancer, or both. Therefore, panel testing may be particularly useful in women...
with significant family history who have previously tested negative for germline *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* mutations or those who test negative for mutations in Lynch syndrome genes. In addition, panel testing facilitates more robust identification of women at increased risk of ovarian cancer who could potentially benefit from risk-reducing surgery. Although less is known about the exact penetrance of mutations in non-*BRCA* hereditary ovarian cancer genes, a recent NCCN Guideline revision lists *RAD51C*, *RAD51D*, and *BRIPI* mutations, in addition to *BRCA1*, *BRCA2*, and Lynch gene mutations, as candidates for risk-reducing surgery at age 45–50 [53]. In this update, risk was not considered increased for *ATM*, *CDH1*, *CHEK2*, or *NF1* mutations, and remains uncertain for *NBN* and *PALB2* mutations. Panel testing has the disadvantages of a higher rate of VUS results that are confusing to patients and families and do not currently inform treatment or risk management decisions [54,55] and of finding deleterious mutations in unexpected genes. The likelihood of VUS results increases with the number of genes on a panel test, varies by laboratory, and can be as high as 25–41% [56,57].

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has become the standard sequencing strategy for most laboratory genetic testing. These platforms can analyze millions of base pairs simultaneously by massively parallel sequencing, in contrast to the traditional base-by-base technique of the Sanger sequencing method, reducing the time and cost of analysis [58]. NGS has facilitated multi-gene testing, allowing the addition of genes with minimal increased costs. The limitations of NGS include difficulty detecting certain mutation types (i.e., genomic rearrangements), large amounts of computational data necessitating formal bioinformatics analysis, and high start-up costs to run the platform. Use of NGS, however, does not imply inaccurate or less definitive mutational analysis provided appropriate laboratory validation has been conducted, and should not be considered “investigational” as claimed by some insurance carriers.

Providers of genetic testing face the challenge of knowing which tests are most accurate, interpretable, and cost-effective. Panel testing is available through many commercial vendors and in the laboratory research setting [59]. Currently, most guidance is provided by commercial entities. At times, third-party payers will dictate which testing modality will be covered for the patient, but most of these decisions will be made by the clinician who is ordering the testing. The choice of test is complex but important because many payers will limit coverage to a single genetic test for a patient, preventing the provider from ordering, for example, testing for other susceptibility genes when *BRCA1* and *BRCA2* testing does not identify a mutation. With this in mind, the cost of the multi-gene panel tests decreasing, and increasing numbers of genes implicated in cancer susceptibility, panel tests are increasingly being utilized for frontline cancer susceptibility testing.

The FDA responded to the need for unbiased, evidence-based guidance to consumers of laboratory-developed tests (LDTs) inclusive of cancer-associated genetic testing. A Notification to Congress initiated this movement in July 2014, which was followed by a series of Draft Guidance documents for public comment that is still ongoing [60,61]. The central goal of this initiative is to provide oversight of genetic testing assays as regulated devices. Although this initiative was intended to help clinicians identify the assays that are acceptably accurate, there exists the possibility of impeding progress by increasing the financial and regulatory burdens of development, especially for smaller laboratories. ASCO supports a risk-based approach to proposed FDA regulation, where genetic tests that identify cancer susceptibility would be classified as high-risk testing, in a way that does not impede innovation or patient access [39].

### 1.6 Barriers to genetic testing in the clinical setting

A subgroup of the Summit was charged with examining the reasons for low uptake of genetic testing despite strong recommendations from national professional societies. Research addressing this topic is lacking, necessitating discussion based on experience rather than data. This subgroup included members from different practice settings (academic plus large and small private practices) and engaged all stakeholders including patient advocates. They identified multiple factors of concern: lack of physician awareness of, or time, to fully assess family history, lack of patient acceptance, delays and/or denials by third party payers, variable availability of genetic counseling professionals, lack of reimbursement for genetics professionals, and racially and culturally disparate and/or underinsured populations (Table 2). Some providers may be concerned that there is a psychologically negative effect of being “labeled” as a mutation carrier, although most studies and experience refute this assertion [62–67]. In fact, most women and their families are empowered by informative results. For women worried about health insurance coverage and other health care discrimination should they be identified as mutation carriers, protection is guaranteed by a Federal law, the Genetic Information Non-Discrimination Act (GINA). As these debates persist, the science has advanced at a rapid pace to include access to multigene panels and NGS testing modalities, which can increase the sensitivity and speed of genetic testing, but also add time and complexity to counseling.

#### 1.7. Gaps and obstacles associated with cascade testing

Despite the potential life-saving impact of cascade testing, challenges often arise in the execution of this two-stage process which requires the affected patient to inform family members of their mutational status and then for the family member(s) to act upon that information. In most practices, responsibility for the first step is delegated to the affected patient. This might result in communication obstacles such as lack of ability or desire to inform relatives secondary to the physical and emotional burden of cancer, strained dynamics between the patient and her relatives, and/or ambivalent communication of the information to her relatives. In addition, a guilty sentiment about possibly passing a mutation on to one’s children might exist. Therefore, non-judgmental, practical resources to understand the meaning of positive results is likely an under recognized need for mutation carriers.

If the affected woman does indeed successfully communicate the results and recommendation for cascade testing to her relatives, each relative must then process the information and, if desired, seek out counseling or further information. In this phase, cancer-affected mutation carriers might encounter an unexpected response, depending on

| Table 2 Barriers to the provision of genetic counseling and testing services to cancer patients with proposed solutions. |
| --- | --- |
| **Barrier(s)** | **Proposed solutions** |
| Provider-mediated | Provider education, reinforcement of societal recommendations |
| Lack of awareness of testing benefit | |
| Lack of time during patient encounter | |
| Perception that information detrimental to patient well-being | |
| Payor-associated | Payment reform |
| Lack of reimbursement for genetic counseling services | |
| Lack of reimbursement for genetic tests | |
| System-associated | Research into optimal operational processes |
| Lengthy authorization processes | |
| Lack of infrastructure/staff to process authorizations | |
| Lack of tracking mechanisms to monitor execution of physician orders for testing | |
| Patient-associated | Public education through public and professional societal advocacy |
| Misunderstanding of counseling/testing intent | Payment reform |
| Disinterest in results | |
| Fear of social or financial discrimination | |
| Racial disparities in testing due to education and access | |
gender as well as social, cultural, educational, and economic factors, inadequate shared decision making with primary care or women’s health care provider, variable access to care, and concern that follow-on care will not be accessible. Although there may be significant fear, suspicion and prejudice surrounding genetic testing in all populations, minority populations have unique challenges and involvement of community leaders, churches, and social networking may serve to breach these barriers.

Mutation carriers identified by cascade testing can then enter the “high-risk” pipeline, gaining access to targeted screening, risk-reducing medications and surgeries, and/or clinical trials. Therefore, cascade testing has the potential to reduce the incidence and mortality of cancer in the at-risk population, significantly expanding the value of genetic testing. Ultimately, all summit members agreed that prevention is the best method of eradicating cancer and that it is time for our federal and state legislatures to recognize the importance of genetic risk assessment and improve our laws to facilitate it. The SGO and other societies represented at this Summit are committed to educating our legislators about our patients’ needs.

1.8. How can we improve this process?

Women’s health and primary care providers need to be educated about cascade testing so they can engage in effective shared decision making with the relative who presents to discuss testing. If the provider does not have sufficient knowledge, training, or expertise to help the relative understand the risks and next steps or to elicit the patient’s values and preferences, a referral to genetic counseling should be made. Approaches to improve provider efficacy may include an online cascade testing toolkit or a publication (e.g., Committee Opinion) that outlines the role of, and recommendations for, the women’s health or primary care provider. Furthermore, to facilitate understanding of the information, standardized notification templates, for both the patient letter and provider of relative letter, can be developed and included in a cascade testing tool kit. This tool kit should be available online and updated as needed.

Providers can investigate alternative approaches to notification. If allowed in the relevant state, consent and contact information for relatives can be obtained from the patient and notification letters sent directly to the relative. If not allowed, integrating cascade testing into survivorship planning and re-addressing the issue with the patient at a later date may give the patient sufficient time and perspective to consider relative notification. These initiatives challenge the regulations of the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and might require due diligence prior to implementation.

A novel approach to promoting cascade testing is to engage advocacy groups in the education and support of individuals identified as having an inherited cancer predisposition. Reliance on these public organizations can present risks of incorrect information and poorly informed decision making with serious health and psychological consequences. Select advocacy groups such as Bright Pink and FORCE are professional organizations with medical advisory boards that include thought leaders in the field. They have approachable and evidence-based information that improves patient understanding of what it means to carry a mutation and have their family tested. This model might be complementary to physician-led or even counselor-led education because it allows patients to obtain and process information at their own pace and in alignment with their values. To facilitate education and allay fears of relatives, contact information for advocacy groups should be made available to relatives at the time of notification (including websites for known advocacy groups). Providing a community for the relative will allow for resources and a peer group to help process the information.

Information sharing between health care providers might facilitate cascade testing, but privacy and consent issues are paramount in any communication, and secure registries may offer a future way to facilitate cascade testing.

1.9. Education and Training

Lack of provider education and training is a modifiable barrier in providing genetic risk assessment. Two central educational mechanisms serve current SGO members in practice—the SGO and the ABOG through the Maintenance of Certification (MOC) process. Future members of the SGO in training are currently governed by the standards of ABOG Gynecologic Oncology Committee, but the Accreditation Council of Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) will soon assume this responsibility and authority. Summit attendees affirmed the importance of incorporating educational objectives for cancer genetic risk assessment of affected and unaffected individuals as early as medical student education, and then graduate medical education through the American Professors of Obstetrics and Gynecology (APGO) and the Council on Resident Education in Obstetrics and Gynecology (CREOG).

Current learning objectives for gynecologic oncology fellows published in the ABOG Guide to Learning in Gynecologic Oncology are comprehensive in terms of medical knowledge, but curriculum changes will be necessary to comply with ACGME’s Core Competencies model by the start of the 2017 academic year. In the core competency model, medical knowledge joins patient care, professionalism, interpersonal communication, practice-based learning (personal improvement) and system-based practice (system-based improvement) as required aspects of content mastery. Cancer genetics is an ideal problem for application of this competency model, especially given the need to effectively communicate complex results such as VUS, potentially false negative results, and options for cascade testing in addition to the quality- and system-based nature of care.

Summit stakeholders created a list of educational priorities. In addition to formal training and assessment just discussed, SGO educational leaders identified an electronic-based toolkit as the most valuable option for provider use in the clinic. This toolkit is currently available at https://www.sgo.org/genetics/genetics-toolkit.

2. Consensus Statement

Summit stakeholders concluded that the following items were minimum standards for the provision of genetics cancer care in women with ovarian or uterine cancer:

- All women with epithelial ovarian, tubal, or peritoneal cancer should be offered and strongly encouraged to have genetic testing for hereditary ovarian cancer risk.
- Women diagnosed with an inherited genetic mutation associated with HBOC syndrome should be referred for management of other associated cancer risks including breast cancer surveillance and their blood relatives should be offered cascade testing.
- Multigene panel testing is acceptable for detection of hereditary ovarian or endometrial cancer risk. Genetics expertise, including that exercised by an adequately-trained oncologist, and patient preferences should help determine the most appropriate test.
- Pre- and post-test counseling by a trained cancer genetics professional is optimal but not available in all practice settings. Increasing access to genetic testing is an important priority to balance with resource availability. Online resources for locating genetic counselors are www.msw.org, www.findagencounselor.com, and https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/genetics/directory.
- Gynecologic oncology providers who choose to order testing themselves should be able to interpret test results (positive, negative and VUS), apply results to care, be prepared to initiate cascade testing, recognize situations in which they require input from genetics professionals, and identify genetics with which professionals they can consult when indicated.
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